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The gradient method for the study of irreversible phase transitions in far-from-equilibrium lattice systems is
proposed and successfully applied to both the archetypical case of the Ziff-Gulari-Barshad model �R. M. Ziff
et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 56, 2553 �1986�� and a forest-fire cellular automaton. By setting a gradient of the
control parameter along one axis of the lattice, one can simultaneously treat both the active and the inactive
phases of the system. In this way different interfaces are defined whose study allows us to find the active-
inactive phase transition �both of first and second order�, as well as the description of the active phase as
composed of two further phases: the percolating and the nonpercolating ones. The average location and the
width of the interfaces obey standard scaling behavior that is essentially governed by the roughness exponent
�=1 / �1+��, where � is the suitable correlation length exponent.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Irreversible phase transitions �IPTs� in far-from-equi-
librium systems take place between an active �or reactive�
state and an inactive �or absorbing� regime, such that the
system becomes irreversibly trapped into the absorbing
phase when a suitable control parameter is finely tuned
across the transition point. The study and understanding of
IPTs not only have attracted considerable attention in the
field of nonequilibrium statistical physics, but they are also
topics of interdisciplinary interest. In fact, IPTs have been
reported in models for heterogeneously catalyzed reactions,
epidemic spreading, forest-fire �FF� propagation, prey-
predator competition, various cellular automata aimed to
mimic biological systems, etc. �1–3�. In spite of the fact that
second- and first-order IPTs share many properties with their
equilibrium counterparts, one often needs to develop new
methods and approaches in order to treat them. In fact, since
large fluctuations close to criticality may drive the system to
an absorbing state, finite-size scaling methods may not be so
useful for the study of second-order IPTs. Instead, the so-
called “epidemic method” has become the most popular tool
for this kind of study �1,2,4�. Furthermore, in order to deeply
study first-order IPTs, both the stationary �5� and the driven
�6� constant coverage ensembles have been developed,
which allows for the precise determination of the coexistence
point and the spinodals, and also recording hysteretic effects
�7�.

On the other hand, the standard percolation problem �8�,
which is the archetypical model for a geometrical critical
phenomena studied in the field of statistical physics, can also
be studied by considering the density gradient of diffusing
particles that is generated between a source and a sink. In
fact, that approach originates the so-called gradient percola-
tion method that is the generalization of the early pioneer
work of Sapoval et al. �9�. Subsequently, this method has
been applied not only to the theoretical study of different
physical problems such as the overlapping disks in a concen-
tration gradient �10�, bond percolation for the Kagome lattice
�11�, but also to analyze some experimental situations where

concentration gradients are present, as, e.g., invasion perco-
lation under gravity �see references in the review �12��, po-
rous media �13�, and in the study of vegetation distribution
�14�. In all these cases, the gradient percolation method is
used to study the percolation transition, through the localiza-
tion of an interface between a percolating and a nonpercolat-
ing phase, which for the case of an infinite lattice size cor-
responds to the hull of the incipient percolation cluster.
Related versions of the gradient percolation method are the
hull-gradient method �15� and the illumination method �16�.

Within this broad context, the aim of this paper is to pro-
pose an alternative approach for the study of IPTs, namely
the gradient method �GM�. Inspired in the gradient percola-
tion method, by setting a gradient in the control parameter
we are able to study both the percolation transition and all
type IPTs �of both first and second order�, in a unified fash-
ion.

Along this work we present a successfully implementa-
tion of the GM in two far-from-equilibrium models: an ar-
chetypical model for catalytic reactions, the Ziff-Gulari-
Barshad �ZGB� model �17� �Sec. II A�, and a forest-fire
cellular automaton model with immunity �18� �Sec. II B�. We
state our conclusions in Sec. III.

II. APPLICATIONS OF THE GM

A. ZGB gradient model

The ZGB �17� is a model for the catalytic oxidation of
CO, which proceeds according to the Langmuir-Hinshel-
wood mechanism, i.e., with the reactants adsorbed on the
surface of the catalyst, namely,

CO�g� + S → CO�a� , �1�

O2�g� + 2S → 2O�a� , �2�

CO�a� + O�a� → CO2�g� + 2S, �3�

where �a� and �g� refer to the adsorbed and gas phases, re-
spectively. CO adsorption �Eq. �1�� takes place, with prob-
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ability PCO, at a single site S, while O2 adsorption, which
occurs with probability PO2

, requires a pair of neighboring
sites �Eq. �2��. The desorption of CO2 �Eq. �3�� vacates two
sites of the surface. By normalizing the partial pressures of
the reactants, i.e., PCO+ PO2

=1, the model can be handled
with a single parameter given by PCO� P. Simulations of the
ZGB model account for the catalyst surface by means of the
square lattice. By using a standard procedure, independent
simulations are performed for different values of the control
parameter in order to draw the phase diagram, i.e., a plot of
the surface density of the reactants ��CO and �OX�, as well as
the rate of CO2 production �RCO2

�, versus P. The ZGB ex-
hibits a second-order IPT at P1�0.3874 �19�, and a first-
order IPT at P2�0.5256 �17�. For details on this model and
the simulation methods used, see, e.g., �7�.

Here, we propose the GM, such that the surface of the
catalyst along the horizontal �x direction� axis has a pressure
given by P�x�= �x /Lx�k, where Lx is the horizontal lattice
side, 1�x�Lx, and k is an exponent. We have found that the
results of the application of GM are independent on the ver-
tical lattice side Ly �with Lx�Ly�. Also k=1 /2,1 ,2 ,3 basi-
cally gives the same results, e.g., transition points and expo-
nents, so that hereafter we focus on the case k=1 only, with
the gradient �=1 /Lx. Of course, open and periodic boundary
conditions are imposed along the x and y directions, respec-
tively. Figures 1�a� and 1�b� show plots of the phase diagram
of the ZGB model as obtained by means of a single simula-
tion of the GM. We show plots of RCO2

�x�, �CO�x�, and

�OX�x�, versus P�x� for lattices of different sides, which are
compared with results from standard simulations. As can be
seen in Figs. 1�a� and 1�b�, when the size of the sample is
increased the phase diagram of the ZGB model obtained by
means of the GM tends to the �extrapolated� results corre-
sponding to the standard method. Furthermore, Figs. 1�c� and
1�d� exhibit a useful feature of the GM: both the O- and
CO-poisoned phases, as well as the reactive phase, can be
observed simultaneously on the left-hand, middle, and right-
hand sides of the snapshots, respectively.

In order to achieve a quantitative description of the inter-
faces shown in Figs. 1�c� and 1�d� we have used two defini-
tions, and consequently two algorithms, to locate them. The
simplest definition corresponds to a single-valued interface
�SVI�. For the case of the O-poisoned phase, the SVI is given
by the set of points �xj , j=1, . . . ,Ly� belonging to the poi-
soned phase that are in contact with the active phase, but are
located on the leftmost side of each arrow j �shown on the
left side of Fig. 1�c��. Similarly, the SVI for the CO-poisoned
phase is composed by the Ly points belonging to the poi-
soned phase that are in contact with the active phase, but are
located on the rightmost side of each arrow j �shown on the
right side of Fig. 1�c��. The average pressure undergone by
the sites belonging to the SVI is given by

PX
SVI =

1

Ly
	
j=1

Ly

P�xj� , �4�

while its width is given by

wX
SVI =
 1

Ly
	
j=1

Ly

�P�xj� − PX
SVI�2. �5�

Here the subindex X=OX �CO� refers to the interface of the
massive O�CO� cluster.

On the other hand, if one considers connectivity between
the particles a multivalued interface �MVI� can be obtained,
as in the case of the gradient percolation method �9,12,14�.
In order to construct the MVI for the gradient version of the
ZGB model, we proceed as follow. For the case of
O-poisoned phase one first determines all O-occupied sites in
contact with the massive O-cluster located on the left of the
sample �see Fig. 1�d��. These sites, connected by means of
nearest neighbors, are denoted as the “land.” Empty and CO-
occupied sites are linked through both nearest- and next-
nearest-neighbor sites and form a large cluster that is termed
the “sea.” The sites not connected with the two large clusters
of land and sea are identified as “islands” and “lakes,” re-
spectively, but they are irrelevant. In fact, the interface is
given by the seashore where land and sea are in contact
�9,14,20�. It is worth mentioning that the number of points
belonging to the MVI �NMVI� is greater than Ly, which mo-
tivates the name of the multivalued interface, in contrast to
the single-valued interface. The above definition for the MVI
can also be applied to the CO poisoned phase. But now by
considering the CO-occupied sites in contact with the mas-
sive CO-cluster on the right side of the sample �see Fig. 1�d��
as the land, and both empty and O-occupied sites as the sea.
Also, the average pressure of the MVI �PX

MVI� and its width
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FIG. 1. �a� Rate of CO2 production �RCO2
� and �b� coverages of

the adsorbed reactants CO ��CO� and O ��OX�, versus the pressure
of CO �P�. Continuous and dashed lines are results obtained by
means of the GM with the indicated lattice sizes. Symbols �� for
RCO2

, � for �CO, and � for �OX� are extrapolated results from
standard simulations. Vertical lines show the values of P1 �left� and
P2 �right�. For the sake of clarity, �c� and �d� show the same snap-
shot configuration obtained during a simulation with the GM �Lx

=256�. Triangles and squares are used for adsorbed O and CO,
respectively, while empty sites are left in white. The filled symbols
represent the sites belonging to the SVI �c� and MVI �d�, respec-
tively, and are connected by solid lines in order to guide the eyes.
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�wX
MVI� can be evaluated as in the case of the SVI, but re-

garding the set of NMVI sites that compose the MVI. That
means, considering NMVI instead of Ly in Eqs. �4� and �5�, for
both X=OX and X=CO.

According to the dynamic scaling theory for self-affine
interfaces �21�, the interface width measured in lattice units

�WL� scales according to WL�Ly
��

, where �� is the roughness
exponent and Ly is the finite length along the direction par-
allel to the interface. However, as in the case of the diffusion
front �20�, the scaling behavior in the GM is dominated by
the diverging correlation length along the direction perpen-
dicular to the interface, i.e., the direction where the gradient

is applied, Lx. Therefore in the GM one has that WL�Lx
��

. If
the interface width is measured in units of pressure �w�, as in
the case of Eq. �5�, one has that w= �dP /dx�WL. Since
P�x�= �x /Lx�, as defined before, one obtains w= �1 /Lx�WL

�Lx
��−1. Then, by defining �=1−��, one concludes that

w � L−� = ��, �6�

where � is the exponent as yielded by the GM, for the width
measured in units of pressure.

Figure 2�a� shows that, in fact, log-log plots of both wox
SVI

and wox
MVI versus the gradient are consistent with power-law

dependences and the obtained exponents are �ox
SVI=0.56�2�

and �ox
MVI=0.36�4�.

In the work of Sapoval et al. �9� it has been shown that
the diffusion front of noninteracting particles �except for the
excluded volume� defines a self-affine interface which is re-
lated to the standard percolation problem. Let us now recall
that the percolation transition is characterized by a diverging
correlation length �� �p− pc�−�, where �=4 /3 is the correla-
tion length exponent, p is the probability �or density of oc-
cupied sites�, and pc is the critical threshold �8,9,22�. In this
way, the width of the diffusion front scales according to
WL�L�/�1+�� �9�. Since we define the MVI exactly with the
same rules that the self-affine interface of the diffusion front,
we expected that this relationship should also hold for the
MVI. So, according to our terminology ��=� / �1+��, and
using the relationship �=1−��, we obtain that

� =
1

1 + �
, �7�

which for �=4 /3 gives �=3 /7�0.4286. Now, by consider-
ing that P in the GM is analogous to the density gradient
between the source and the sink in the diffusion problem, the
obtained exponent �ox

MVI=0.36�4� is consistent with the exact
value �Eq. �7��. The neighborhood of the percolation transi-
tion with the first-order coexistence point leads to the occur-
rence of interference effects that hinder a more accurate de-
termination of �ox

MVI, at least for the lattice sides used in this
paper. This effect is absent in the forest-fire model where one
can evaluate the exponent more accurately �see below�.

On the other hand, it has been shown that the location of
the MVI in the gradient percolation provides an accurate
value of the percolation threshold �23�. For the ZGB gradient
model, the mean pressure of CO at both the MVI and the
SVI �PX

SVI, given by Eq. �4�, and PX
MVI, respectively� can be

considered as estimations of the critical pressures for the
corresponding transitions. In order to extrapolate PX

SVI and
PX

MVI to the thermodynamic limit we recall the theory of the
standard percolation problem. In this way, it is well known
that the exponent of the threshold fluctuation can be used to
extrapolate the critical density to the thermodynamic limit
�8�, that is

P�L� = P�L → 	� + AL−�, �8�

where P�L→	� is the extrapolated percolation threshold,
P�L� is an “effective” threshold as determined for a finite
sample of side L, and A is a constant. For the ZGB gradient
model we propose a similar relationship for the mean pres-
sures of CO at the interfaces �considering SVI and MVI, for
both the massive CO cluster and the massive O cluster�. In
fact, by setting L=Lx, using the exponent of the pressure
fluctuation � �given by Eq. �6��, and remembering that �
=1 /Lx, one has that Eq. �8� becomes

P��� = P�� → 0� + A��. �9�

Figure 2�b� shows plots of Pox
SVI��� and Pox

MVI��� versus
��. The extrapolation of the MVI gives Pox

MVI=0.51�1�,
which is identified as the percolation threshold of the
O-percolating cluster. The density of O at the location of the
MVI is �OX=0.515�15�, i.e., a figure much smaller than the
corresponding value for random percolation of both mono-
mers �pc�0.59� and dimers �pc�0.56�, indicating that the
reaction acts as an attractive effective interaction, in agree-
ment with previous results �24�. Focusing our attention on
the scaling behavior of the SVI, it follows that the extrapo-
lation of Eq. �9� yields Pox

SVI=0.3880�8�, in excellent agree-
ment with the best available estimation of the critical point
of the ZGB model given by P1=0.3874 �19�. The fact that
the properties of the SVI can be fitted with the same expo-
nent ��ox

SVI=0.56�2�� can be understood because the second-
order IPT of this model belongs to the directed percolation
universality class �in d+1 dimensions, with d=2�, so one can
argue as in the case of standard percolation, but considering
that now the �spatial� correlation length diverges as �� �p
− pc�−�� �here p� P� and ��=0.733�4� �1–3�. Then, by re-
placing �� in Eq. �7� one gets �ox

SVI=0.577, in excellent
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FIG. 2. �a� Log-log plot of the width w of MVI ��� and SVI ���
versus the CO-pressure gradient �. �b� The mean pressure of MVI
and SVI �Pox

MVI��� , Pox
SVI���� versus ��. Intersections with the y

axis represent the extrapolation to the zero gradient �see Eq. �9��.
The arrow indicates P1. Error bars are smaller than the symbol size.
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agreement with the exponent obtained for the SVI. Further
valuable information can be obtained by computing the nor-
malized density �
r�x�� of the inactive O-poisoned cluster
relative to the total number of O atoms in each column, as
shown in Fig. 3�a�. Here one roughly observes a common
intersection point �P�� for all the profiles evaluated for dif-
ferent Lx �i.e., different gradients�. A more careful inspection
allows us to calculate the intersection points between profiles
of consecutive sizes, which extrapolate to the critical point
P1, as shown in the inset of Fig. 3�a�. This behavior implies
that one can obtain data collapse just by rescaling the hori-

zontal axis by �P− P1��−�ox
SVI

, as conclusively shown in Fig.
3�b�.

For the case of the first-order IPT of the ZGB model, one
has that the width of both the SVI and the MVI of the mas-
sive CO cluster scales with the same exponent �co

SVI=�co
MVI

=0.68�2� �data not shown here�. On the other hand, by using
Eq. �9� one has that both effective thresholds extrapolate to
the same �coexistence� point given by Pco

SVI= Pco
MVI

=0.5253�5�, in excellent agreement with previous determina-
tions, e.g., P2=0.52561 �5�. Also, plots of the normalized
density profiles of the inactive CO cluster versus P, obtained
for lattices of different Lx, show a behavior similar to that of
the second-order transition as shown in Fig. 3�c�. In the same
way, the extrapolation of the intersection points tends to P2,
i.e., the coexistence point. Furthermore, as in the case of
second-order IPT, one can obtain excellent data collapsing of
the profiles just by scaling the horizontal axis �Fig. 3�d��. In
order to understand the measured exponents, �co

SVI and �co
MVI,

we remind the reader that due to the absence of a diverging

correlation length in the first-order transition, one has that
the overall behavior is dominated by the divergence of the
correlation length of the self-affine interface of the massive
CO cluster that belongs to the Kardar-Parisi-Zhang �KPZ�
universality class �25�, with ��=2 /5 �21�, which inserted in
Eq. �7� yields �=5 /7�0.7143, consistent with our fits.

B. Forest-fire model in an immunity gradient

In the FF cellular automaton �18�, each site of a lattice can
be in three possible states: occupied by a tree, empty or
occupied by a burning tree �fire�. The trees grow at empty
sites with probability p, healthy trees catch fire from adjacent
burning trees with probability �1−g�, where g is the immu-
nity, and a burning tree becomes an empty site spontane-
ously. The standard simulation method shows that the FF
presents a second-order IPT between an active phase and an
absorbing phase �26�, which belongs to the directed percola-
tion universality class.

By using the GM in the FF, besides the usual active-
absorbing transition of the model, one also finds the transi-
tion between the active-percolating and the active-
nonpercolating phases �27�. The exponents for p=0.5,
obtained from Fig. 4�a�, are: �FF

MVI=0.41�2� and �FF
SVI

=0.56�2�, both in good agreement with Eq. �7� with �=4 /3
and ��=0.733, respectively. The extrapolations to the zero
gradient shown in Figs. 4�b� and 4�c� give, respectively, the
percolation threshold gp=0.349�3� and the critical point gc
=0.560�1� �the latter in excellent agreement with previous
result obtained by means of the epidemic method �26��. On
the other hand, the threshold density of the green sites for the
percolation transition is 
FF�0.58 �27�, i.e., a figure close to
the random percolation threshold.

III. CONCLUSIONS

Summing up, the proposed GM for the study of IPTs al-
lows us to simultaneously treat both second and first-order
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transitions, in a unified fashion. Furthermore, with the SVIs
we are able to determine the active-inactive transition �no
matter the order of the transition�, whereas the MVIs allow
us to split up the active phase into two regimes: the perco-
lating and the nonpercolating ones. The MVI at second-order
IPTs captures the standard percolation features of the system,
while the SVI is dominated by the directed percolation na-
ture of the transition. In contrast, the abrupt first-order IPT of
the ZGB model washes out the differences between these
two types of interfaces that merge together into a KPZ be-
havior at coexistence. In this transition there is an abrupt
change in the coverage of CO, which jumps from �CO
0.07, in the active phase, to �CO=1, in the absorbing phase
�see Fig. 1�b��. Since the threshold of the percolation transi-
tion of random monomers is �CO�0.59, this transition is
trapped in the active-absorbing transition. Therefore, for the

first-order IPT of the ZGB model both the SVI and the MVI
are completely equivalent.

For all the studied interfaces by means of the GM, the
correlation length exponent ��� for directed percolation, �
for standard percolation and �� in the KPZ regime� domi-
nates their scaling behavior through the exponent �=1 /
�1+��.
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